
Preinstalled it protects your tire instantly and permanent 
against loss of air as you drive.

PROTECTS AGAINST ANY AIR LEAKAGE

P E R M A N E N T L Y  seals rim or 
bad leaks plus rubber and metal porosities.
Your vehicle is always ready for operation! 

P R O T E C T S  your tires against punctures.
Your vehicle arrives safely at its destination!

This Cat has fetched a piece of iron at least once a week by moving waist 
at the recycling center.
At the cost of only one repair all 4 tires were filled and are puncture save 
for many months. With some refilling the tire keeps his pressure as long 
as his live cycle.

HEAVY DUTY

AirSeal HD is pumped direct into the air filled tire with the high pressure 
pump.
If an oversized puncture occurs one has to check if there is a structural 
damage of the tire. In any case the tire should be expected at a tire shop. 
By cleaning the tire with a damp cloth and/or water a rubber patch can be 
attached as usual. AirSeal shall be filled after balancing only
We can not accept any liability for misuse.

For AirSeal Light and AirSeal HD the filling quantity is an important
factor for the success.
Please take the proper amount out from the filling charts.
For technical details please look also into our home page www.airseal.at
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FUNCTION

for fast moving vehicles, like cars, Van's, small
trucks, motorcycles etc. Seals puncture up to 6 mm ore ¼”, your tires 
are protected against air loss.

Speed

(Heavy Duty) for trucks, busses, Offroad vehicles, 
earth moving and agriculture equipments, Military vehicles. 
Seals puncture up to 12 mm ore ½”. 

HD

Both products are bullet proved!

is a special porosity sealer, it is designed to cool 
down tires in hot weather conditions. It doesn't seal punctures.

Light

After treatment, the rotation of the tire causes AirSeal to spread in all 
directions coating the entire inner surface of the air cavity. Starting, 
stopping, turning, etc it will gradually move the sealant around the 
thread area, sidewalls and rim. The wheel remains sealed when 
standing due to AirSealís  coating and thixotropic qualities which hold
the sealant in place. AirSeal lasts a legal lifetime of the tire, does 
neither clog, nor does it harden in the tire. The tire milk can be rinsed
with water, is non flammable, and contains substrates to hold the tire 
flexible and protected against rust. The tire can be recapped after 
rinsing with water. Operating temperature -40ºC to + 150º C

Speed

HD

Reduces the risk of blow outs, because 
it maintains the air pressure. The liquid 
also creates some balance fine tuning. 
AirSeal Speed is very economic; to 
protect a limousine tire against puncture
it takes only 330 ml or 12 oz.

Tire breakdowns are twice expensive 
through to repair costs and downtime.
It takes only about 1,5 liter ore 50 oz. to 
protect one tire against puncture during 
his daily  route at the waist centers.

HD increases the live time of a tire up to 25%

A European study confirms: 40 % of all
blowouts are a result of low air pressure
50 % of all rubber parts on motorways 
are a result of poor air pressure of the 
inner twin tire.

HD reduces your running expenses!

Before filling with AirSeal this Bobcat 
caused a repair bill of US $ 1450.00 
at the repair station a year. After filling 
one liter AirSeal HD in each tire there 
were no puncture through nails, iron parts
etc. in the last year. The saving has been 
US $ 1280.00 for the owner.


